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Abstra t

We present a formalism alled Addressed Term Rewriting Systems, whi h an be
used to de ne the operational semanti s of programming languages, espe ially those
involving sharing, re ursive omputations and y li data stru tures. Addressed
Term Rewriting Systems are therefore well suited for des ribing obje t-based languages, as for instan e the family of languages alled  b|a , involving both fun tional and obje t-based features.
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Introdu tion

1.1 Addressed Cal uli and Semanti s of Sharing

EÆ ient implementations of lazy fun tional languages (and of omputer algebras, theorem provers, et .) require some sharing me hanism to avoid
multiple omputations of a single argument. A natural way to model this
sharing in a symboli al ulus is to pass from a tree representation of terms
to dire ted graphs. Su h term graphs an be onsidered as a representation of program-expressions intermediate between abstra t syntax trees and
2004 Published by Elsevier S ien e B. V.
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Figure 1. Sharing and Cy les Using Addresses

on rete representations in memory, and term-graph rewriting provides a formal operational semanti s of fun tional programming sensitive to sharing.
There is a wealth of resear h on the theory and appli ations of term graphs;
see for example [BvEG 87,SPv93,Plu99,Blo01℄ for general treatments, and
[Wad71,Tur79,AK94,AFM 95,AA95℄ for appli ations to - al ulus and implementations.
In this paper we annotate terms, as trees, with global addresses in the
spirit of [FF89,Ros96,BRL96℄. Levy [Lev80℄ and Maranget [Mar92℄ previously
introdu ed lo al addresses ; from the point of view of the operational semanti s,
global addresses des ribe better what is going in a omputer or an abstra t
ma hine.
The formalisms of term-graph rewriting and addressed-term rewriting are
fundamentally similar but we feel that the addressed-term setting has several
advantages. Our intention is to de ne a al ulus that is as lose to a tual
implementations as possible, and the addresses in our terms really do orrespond to memory referen es. To the extent that we are trying to build a bridge
between theory and implementation we prefer this dire tness to the impli it
oding inherent in a term-graph treatment.
With expli it global addresses we an keep tra k of the sharing that an
be used in the implementation of a al ulus. Sub-terms that share a ommon
address represent the same sub-graphs, as suggested in Figure 1 (left), where
a and b denote addresses. In [DLL 02℄, addressed terms were studied in the
ontext of addressed term rewriting, as an extension of lassi al rst-order
term rewriting. In addressed term rewriting we may rewrite simultaneously
all sub-terms sharing a same address, mimi king what would happen in an
implementation.
We also enri h the sharing with a spe ial ba k-pointer to handle y li
graphs [Ros96℄. Cy les are used in the fun tional language setting to represent
in nite data-stru tures and (in some implementations) to represent re ursive
ode; they are also interesting in the ontext of imperative obje t-oriented
languages where loops in the store may be reated by imperative updates
through the use of self (or this). The idea of the representation of y les
via addressed terms is rather natural: a y li path in a nite graph is fully
determined by a pre x path ended by a \jump" to some node of the pre x
path (represented with a ba k-pointer), as suggested in Figure 1 (right).
The in lusion of expli it indire tion nodes is a ru ial innovation here.
Indire tion nodes allow us to give a more realisti treatment of the so- alled
ollapsing rules of term graph rewriting (rules that rewrite a term to one of
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its proper sub-terms). More detailed dis ussion will be found in Se tions 2.
1.2 Suitability of Addressed TRS for des ribing an Obje t-based Framework

Re ent years have seen a great deal of resear h aimed at providing a rigorous
foundation for obje t-oriented programming languages. In many ases, this
work has taken the form of \obje t- al uli" [FHM94,AC96,GH00,IPW01℄.
Su h al uli an be understood in two ways. On the one hand, the formal
system is a spe i ation of the semanti s of the language, and an be used as
a framework for lassifying language design hoi es, to provide a setting for
investigating type systems, or to support a denotational semanti s. Alternatively, we may treat an obje t- al ulus as an intermediate language into whi h
user ode (in a high-level obje t-oriented language) may be translated, and
from whi h an implementation (in ma hine language) may be derived.
Several treatments of fun tional operational semanti s exist in the literature [Lan64,Aug84,Kah87,MTH90℄. Addressed Term Rewriting Systems
(originally motivated by implementations of lazy fun tional programming languages [PJ87,PvE93℄) are the foundation of the Ob|a framework [LLL99℄ for
modeling obje t-oriented languages. The results in [LLL99℄ showed how to
model Ob|a using Addressed Term Rewriting Systems, but with no formal
presentation of those systems. Here we exposes the graph-based ma hinery
underneath the rewriting semanti s of Ob|a . To our knowledge, term graphrewriting has been little explored in the ontext of the analysis of obje t-based
programming.
The novelty of Ob|a is that it provides a homogeneous approa h to both
fun tional and obje t-oriented aspe ts of programming languages, in the sense
the two semanti s are treated in the same way using addressed terms, with
only a minimal sa ri e in the permitted algebrai stru tures. Indeed, the
addressed terms used were originally introdu ed to des ribe sharing behavior for fun tional programming languages [Ros96,BRL96℄. A useful way to
understand the Ob|a framework is by analogy with graph-redu tion as an
implementation- al ulus for fun tional programming. Comparing Ob|a with
the implementation te hniques of fun tional programming (FP) and obje t
oriented programming (OOP) gives the following orresponden e. The Ob|a
\modules" L, C, and F are de ned in se tion 3.
Paradigm

Pure FP
Pure FP+OOP

Ob|a fragment Powered by
Ob|a (L)
ATRS
Ob|a (L+C+F) ATRS

1.3 Outline of the Paper

The paper is organized as follows: Se tion 2 details the framework of addressed
term rewriting systems and establishes a general relation between addressed
3

term rewriting systems and rst-order term rewriting systems. Se tion 3 puts
addressed term rewriting system to work by presenting the three modules of
rewriting rules that form the ore of Ob|a . For pedagogi al sake, we pro eed
in two steps: rst we present the al ulus Ob| , intermediate between the
al ulus Ob| of Fisher, Honsell and Mit hell [FHM94℄, and then we s ale up
to our Ob|a . Se tion 4 presents a running obje t-based example in the Ob|a
framework. Se tion 6 on ludes. Se tion 5 show some theorems there address
the relationship between Ob| and Ob|a.
For la k of spa e not all proof are presented here. A longer version of this
paper ontaining full proofs and a large olle tion of fun tional and obje tbased and imperative examples on erning the obje t framework an be found
in the te hni al reports and manus ript [LDLR99,DLL 02℄.
+
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Addressed Term Rewriting Systems

In this se tion we introdu e addressed term rewriting systems or ATRS in
short. Classi al term rewriting [DJ90,Klo90,BN98℄ annot easily express issues
of sharing and mutation. Cal uli that give an a ount of memory management
often introdu e some ad-ho data-stru ture to model the memory, alled heap,
or store, together with a ess and update operations. However, the use of
these stru tures ne essitates restri ting the al ulus to a parti ular strategy.
The aim of addressed term rewriting (and that of term graph rewriting) is
to provide a mathemati al model of omputation that re e ts memory usage
and is robust enough to be independent of the rewriting strategy.
Sharing of omputation.

Consider the redu tion square(x) ! times(x; x): In order to share subterms, addresses are inserted in terms making them addressed terms. For
instan e if we are to ompute square(square(2)), we atta h addresses a; b; to
the individual subterms. This yields squarea (squareb(2 )) whi h an then be
redu ed as follows:
squarea(squareb (2 )) ; timesa(squareb (2 ); squareb(2 ))
timesa(timesb (2 ; 2 ); timesb(2 ; 2 )) ; timesa(4b; 4b) ; 16a;
where \;" designates a one step redu tion with sharing. The key point of a
shared omputation is that all terms that share a ommon address are redu ed
simultaneously.
Sharing of Obje t Stru tures.

It is important not only to share omputations, but also to share stru tures.
Indeed, obje ts are typi ally stru tures that re eive multiple pointers. As an
example, if we \zoom" on Figure 6, we an observe that the obje t p and q
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share a ommon stru ture addressed by b. This an be very easily formalized
in the framework, sin e addresses are rst- lass itizens. See Se tion 4.
Cy les.

Cy les are essential in fun tional programming when one deals with in nite
data-stru tures, as in lazy fun tional programming languages. Cy les are also
used to save spa e in the ode of re ursive fun tions. Moreover in the ontext
of obje t programming languages, y les an be used to express loops whi h
an introdu ed in memory via lazy evaluation of re ursive ode.
2.1 Addressed Terms

are rst order terms labeled by operator symbols and de orated with addresses. They satisfy well-formedness onstraints ensuring that
every addressed term represents a onne ted pie e of a store. Moreover, the
label of ea h node sets the number of its su essors. Abstra tly, addressed
terms denote term graphs, as the largest tree unfolding of the graph without
repetition of addresses in any path. Addresses intuitively denote node lo ations
in memory. Identi al subtrees o urring at di erent paths an thus have the
same address orresponding to the fa t that the two o urren es are shared.
The de nition is in two stages: the rst stage de nes the basi indu tive
term stru ture, alled preterms, while the se ond stage just restri ts preterms
to well-formed preterms, or addressed terms.
De nition 2.1 [Preterms℄
(i) Let  be a term signature, and  a spe ial symbol of arity zero (a onstant). Let A be an enumerable set of addresses denoted by a; b; ; : : :, and
X an enumerable set of variables, denoted by X; Y; Z; : : : An addressed
preterm t over  is either a variable X , or a where a is an address, or an
expression of the form F a(t ; : : : ; tn) where F 2  (the label) has arity
n  0, a is an address, and ea h ti is an addressed preterm (indu tively).
(ii) The lo ation of an addressed preterm t, denoted by lo (t), is de ned by
Addressed terms

1

 4
4 a;
lo F a (t1 ; : : : ; tn ) =
lo (a ) =

and it is not de ned on variables.
(iii) The set of variables and addresses o urring within a preterm t is denoted
by var (t) and addr (t), respe tively, and de ned in the obvious way.
The de nition of a preterm makes use of a spe ial symbol  alled a ba kpointer and used to denote y les [Ros96℄. A ba k-pointer a in an addressed
term must be su h that a is an address o urring on the path from the root
of the addressed term to the ba k-pointer node. It simply indi ates at whi h
address one has to bran h (or point ba k) to go on along an in nite path.
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An essential operation that we must have on addressed (pre)terms is the
that allows seeing, on demand, what is beyond a ba k-pointer. Unfolding an therefore be seen as a lazy operator that traverses one step deeper
in a y li graph. It is a ompanied with its dual, alled folding, that allows giving a minimal representation of y les. Note however that folding and
unfolding operations have no operational meaning in an a tual implementation (hen e no operational ost ) but they are essential in order to represent
orre tly transformations between addressed terms.
De nition 2.2 [Folding and Unfolding℄
Folding. Let t be a preterm, and a be an address. We de ne fold (a)(t) as
the folding of preterms lo ated at a in t as follows:

unfolding

4X
4
= b

4 a
fold (a) F a (t1 ; : : : ; tn ) =
 4 b

fold (a) F b (t1 ; : : : ; tn ) =
F fold (a)(t1 ); : : : ; fold (a)(tn )
fold (a)(X )
fold (a)(b )

=

if a 6 b

Unfolding. Let s and t be preterms, su h that lo (s)  a (therefore de ned),
and a does not o ur in t ex ept as the address of a . We de ne unfold (s)(t)
as the unfolding of a by s in t as follows:
4X
unfold (s)(X ) =

8
<s

if a  b
: b

otherwise

4 F b t0 ; : : : ; t0  where s0 =
4 fold (b)(s)
unfold (s) F b (t ; : : : ; tm ) =
m
4 unfold (s0 )(t )
t0 =
4
unfold (s)(b ) =
1

1

1

1

:::
4 unfold (s0 )(t )
t0m =
m

We now pro eed with the formal de nition of addressed terms also alled
admissible preterms, or simply terms, for short, when there is no ambiguity.
As already mentioned, addressed terms are preterms that denote term graphs.
The notion of in-term helps to de ne addressed terms. The de nition of
addressed terms takes two steps: the rst step is the de nition of dangling
terms, that are the sub-terms, in the usual sense, of a tual addressed terms.
Simultaneously, we de ne the notion of a dangling term, say s, at a given
address, say a, in a dangling term, say t. When the dangling term t (i.e. the
\out"-term) is known, we just all s an in-term. For a dangling term t, its
in-terms are denoted by the fun tion t  , read \t at address ", whi h returns
a minimal and onsistent representation of terms at ea h address, using the
6

unfolding.
Therefore, there are two notions to be distinguished: on the one hand the
usual well-founded notion of \sub-term", and on the other hand the (no longer
well-founded) notion of \term in another term", or \in-term". In other words,
although it is not the ase that a term is a proper sub-term of itself, it may be
the ase that a term is a proper in-term of itself or that a term is an in-term of
one of its in-terms, due to y les. The fun tions ti  are also used during the
onstru tion to he k that all parts of the same term are onsistent, mainly
that all in-terms that share a same address are all the same dangling terms.
Dangling terms may have ba k-pointers that do not point anywhere beause there is no node with the same address \above" in the term. The latter
are alled dangling ba k-pointers. For instan e, (x:y)[b =y℄ has a dangling
ba k-pointer, while (x:y)[ =y℄ has none. The se ond step of the de nition
restri ts the addressed terms to the dangling terms that do not have dangling
ba k-pointers. The following de nition provides simultaneously two on epts:
 The dangling terms.
 The fun tion t  from addr (t) to dangling in-terms. t  a returns the interm of t at address a.
De nition 2.3 [Dangling Addressed Terms℄ The set DT () of dangling addressed terms is the smallest set that satis es the following properties.
Variables. X  DT () and X  is nowhere de ned.
Ba k-pointers. a 2 DT () and a  a  a .
Expressions. For t 2 DT (); : : : ; tn 2 DT () su h that: b 2 addr (ti ) \
addr (tj ) ) ti  b  tj  b, for a an address su h that: a 2 addr (ti ) )
ti  a  a and for F 2  of arity n,
 t  F a (t ; : : : ; tn ) 2 DT ().
 t  a  t.
 b 2 addr (ti ) n fag ) t  b  unfold (t)(ti  b).
Admissible addressed terms are those where all a do point ba k to something
in t su h that a omplete (possibly in nite) unfolding of the term exists. The
only way we an observe this with the t  fun tion is through he king that no
a an \es ape" be ause this annot happen when it points ba k to something.
1

1

De nition 2.4 [Addressed Term℄ A dangling addressed term t is admissible
if a 2 addr (t) ) t  a 6 a . An admissible dangling addressed term will be
simply denoted an addressed term.
Proposition 2.5 (In-terms Admissibility) If t is an admissible term, and
a 2 addr (t), then
(i) t  a is admissible, and
(ii) 8b 2 addr (t  a), we have (t  a)  b  t  b.
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2.2 Addressed Term Rewriting

The redu tion of an addressed term must return an addressed term (not just a
preterm). In other words, the omputation model (here addressed term rewriting) must take into a ount the sharing information given by the addresses,
and must be de ned as the smallest rewriting relation preserving admissibility
between addressed terms. Hen e, a omputation has to take pla e simultaneously at several pla es in the addressed term, namely at the pla es lo ated
at the same address. This simultaneous update of terms orresponds to the
update of a lo ation in the memory in a real implementation.
In an ATRS, a rewriting rule is a pair of open addressed terms (i.e., ontaining variables) at the same lo ation. The way addressed term rewriting
pro eeds on an addressed term t is not so di erent from the way usual term
rewriting does; on eptually there are four steps.
(i) Find a redex in t, i.e. an in-term mat hing the left-hand side of a rule.
Intuitively, an addressed term mat hing is the same as a lassi al term
mat hing, ex ept there is a new kind of variables, alled addresses, whi h
an only be substituted by addresses.
(ii) Create fresh addresses, i.e. addresses not used in the urrent addressed
term t, whi h will orrespond to the lo ations o urring in the right-hand
side, but not in the left-hand side (i.e. the new lo ations).
(iii) Substitute the variables and addresses of the right-hand side of the rule
by their new values, as assigned by the mat hing of the left-hand side or
reated as fresh addresses. Let us all this new addressed term u.
(iv) For all a that o ur both in t and u, the result of the rewriting step, say
t0 , will have t0  a  u  a, otherwise t0 will be equal to t.
We give the formal de nition of mat hing and repla ement, and then we de ne
rewriting pre isely.
De nition 2.6 [Substitution, Mat hing, Uni ation℄
(i) Mappings from addresses to addresses are alled address substitutions.
Mappings from variables to addressed terms are alled variable substitutions. A pair of an address substitution and a variable substitution 
is alled a substitution, and it is denoted by h ; i.
(ii) Let h ; i be a substitution and p a term su h that addr (p)  dom ( ) and
var (p)  dom ( ). The appli ation of h ;  i to p, denoted by h ;  i(p),
is de ned indu tively as follows:
; i(a) =4  a
4
h ;  i(X ) =  (X )

; i F a(p ; : : : ; pm) =4 F a (q ; : : : ; qm ) and qi =4 fold ( (a))
h

h

1

(iii) We say that a term t mat

( )

( )

hes

1

h

; i(pi)

a term p if there exists a substitution h ; i
8



su h that h ; i(p)  t.
(iv) We say that two terms t and u unify if there exists a substitution h ; i
and an addressed term v su h that v  h ; i(t)  h ; i(u).
We now de ne repla ement. The repla ement fun tion operates on terms.
Given a term, it hanges some of its in-terms at given lo ations by other terms
with the same address. Unlike lassi al term rewriting (see for instan e [DJ90℄
pp. 252) the pla es where repla ement is performed are simply given by addresses instead of paths in the term.
De nition 2.7 [Repla ement℄ Let t; u be addressed terms. The repla ement
generated by u in t, denoted by repl (u)(t) is de ned as follows:
4X
repl (u)(X ) =
4
repl (u)(a ) =
 4
repl (u) F a (t1 ; : : : ; tm ) =

8
>
<ua

>
: a
8
>
<ua

if a 2 addr (u)
otherwise,


>
: F a repl (u)(t1 ); : : : ; repl (u)(tm )

if a 2 addr (u)
otherwise

Proposition 2.8 (Repla ement Admissibility) If t and u are addressed
terms, then repl (u)(t) is an addressed term.

We now de ne the notions of redex and rewriting.
De nition 2.9 [Addressed Rewriting Rule℄ An addressed rewriting rule over 
is a pair of addressed terms (l; r) over , written l ; r, su h that lo (l) 
lo (r) and var (r)  var (l). Moreover, if there are addresses a; b in addr (l) \
addr (r) su h that l  a and l  b are uni able, then r  a and r  b must be
uni able with the same uni er.
The ondition lo (l)  lo (r) says that l and r have the same top address,
therefore l and r are not variables; the ondition var (r)  var (l) ensures that
there is no reation of variables.
De nition 2.10 [Redex℄ A term t is a redex for a rule l ; r, if t mat hes l.
A term t has a redex, if there exists an address a 2 addr (t) su h that t  a is
a redex.
Note that, in general, we do not impose restri tions as linearity in addresses
(i.e. the same address may o ur twi e), or a y li ity of l and r. However,
Ob|a is linear in addresses (addresses o ur only on e) and patterns are never
y li . Beside redire ting pointers, ATRS reate new nodes. Fresh renaming
insures that these new node addresses are not already used.
De nition 2.11 [Fresh Renaming℄
9

(i) We denote by dom (') and rng (') the usual domain and range of a fun tion '.
(ii) A renaming is an inje tive address substitution.
(iii) Let t be a term having a redex for the addressed rewriting rule l ; r.
A renaming
is fresh for l ; r with respe t to t if dom (
)=
addr (r)naddr (l) i.e. the renaming renames ea h newly introdu ed address
to avoid apture, and rng (
) \ addr (t) = ;, i.e. the hosen addresses
are not present in t.
fresh

fresh

fresh

Proposition 2.12 (Substitution Admissibility) Given an admissible term
t that has a redex for the addressed rewriting rule l ; r. Then
(i) A fresh renaming fresh exists for l ; r with respe t to t.
(ii) h [ fresh; i(r) is admissible.

At this point, we have given all the de nitions needed to spe ify rewriting.
De nition 2.13 [Rewriting℄ Let t be a term that we want to redu e at address a by rule l ; r. Pro eed as follows:
(i) Ensure t  a is a redex. Let h ; i(l) =4 t  a.
(ii) Compute fresh, a fresh renaming for l ; r with respe t to t.
(iii) Compute u  h [ fresh; i(r).
(iv) The result s of rewriting t by rule l ; r at address a is repl (u)(t).
We write the redu tion t ; s, de ning \;" as the relation of all su h

rewritings.

Theorem 2.14 (Closure under Rewriting) Let R be an addressed term
rewriting system and t be an addressed term. If t ; u in R then u is also an
addressed term.

2.3 A y li Mutation-free ATRS

In this subse tion, we onsider a parti ular sub- lass of ATRS, namely the
ATRS involving no y les and no mutation. We show that this parti ular
lass of ATRS is sound to simulate Term Rewriting Systems.
De nition 2.15 [A y li ity and Mutation-freeness℄
 An addressed term is alled a y li if it ontains no o urren e of .
 An ATRS rule l ; r is alled a y li if l and r are a y li .
 An ATRS is alled a y li if all its rules are a y li .
 An ATRS rule l ; r is alled mutation-free if
a 2 (addr (l) \ addr (r)) n flo (l)g ) l  a  r  a:
 An ATRS is alled mutation-free if all its rules are mutation-free.
10

The following de nition aims at making a relation between an ATRS and
Term Rewriting System. We de ne mappings from addressed terms to algebrai terms, and from addressed terms to algebrai ontexts.
De nition 2.16 [Mappings℄
 An ATRS to TRS mapping is a homomorphism  from a y li addressed
preterms to nite terms su h that, for some fun tion set fF j F 2 g
where ea h F is either a proje tion or a onstru tor:
4X
(X ) =
4 F ((t ); : : : ; (t ))
(F a (t1 ; : : : ; tn)) =

1
n


Given an ATRS to TRS mapping , and an address a, we de ne a as
a mapping from addressed preterms to multi-hole ontexts, su h that all
sub-terms at address a (if any) are repla ed with holes, written 3. More
formally,
4X
a (X ) =
8

a

(F b(t

1

; : : : ; tn ))

4
=

3

if a  b
: F ( (t ); : : : ;  (t )) otherwise
 a
a n
<

1





Given a ontext C ontaining zero or more holes, we write C [t℄ the term
obtained by lling all holes in C with t.
Given an ATRS to TRS mapping , we de ne the mapping s from addressed terms substitutions to term substitutions as follows:
s ( )(X ) =4

8
< ( (X ))
:X

if X 2 dom ()
otherwise
S = fli ; ri j i = 1::ng

Theorem 2.17 (TRS Simulation) Let
be an
a y li mutation-free ATRS, and t an a y li term. If t ; u in S , then
(t) ;+ (u) in the system (S ) = f(li ) ; (ri ) j i = 1::ng
3

Modeling an Obje t-based Framework via ATRS:

Ob|a

The purpose of this se tion is to des ribe the top level rules of the framework
Ob|a as a framework strongly based on ATRS introdu ed in the previous
se tion. The framework is des ribed by a set of rules arranged in modules.
The three modules are alled respe tively L, C, and F.
L is the fun tional module, and is essentially the al ulus wa of [BRL96℄.
This module alone de nes the ore of a purely fun tional programming
language based on - al ulus and weak redu tion.
11

M; N ::= x:M j MN j x j j
m = Ni j M ( m

h i j hM

(Code)

U; V ::= M [s℄ j UV j
U ( m j hU
O

::= h i j hO

s

::= U=x ; s j id

m = V i j Sel O; m; U



m = Vi

(Eval. Contexts)
(Obje t Stru tures)
(Substitutions)

O

Figure 2. The Syntax of  b|

Basi s for Substitutions
(MN )[s℄ ; (M [s℄ N [s℄)


hM

(App)

(x:M )[s℄ U ; M [U=x ; s℄

(Bw)

x[U=y ; s℄ ; x[s℄ x 6 y

(RVar)

x[U=x ; s℄ ; U

(FVar)

m = N i[s℄ ; hM [s℄

m = N [s℄i

(P)

Method Invo ation
h i[s℄ ; h i

(NO)

(M ( m)[s℄ ; (M [s℄ ( m)

(SP)

(O ( m) ; Sel(O; m; O)

(SA)

Sel(hO

m = U i; m; V ) ; (U V )

(SU)

Sel(hO

n = U i; m; V ) ; Sel(O; m; V ) m 6 n

(NE)

O

Figure 3. The Rules of  b|
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M; N ::= x:M j MN j x j j h i j hM

m = Ni j M ( m

Code

U; V ::= M [s℄a j (UV )a j

(U ( m)a j hU
O

::= h ia j hO

s

::= U=x ; s j id

Eval. Contexts


m = V ia j ddOeea j Sela O; m; U j dU ea j a

m = V ia j a

Obje t Stru tures
Substitutions

O

Figure 4. The Syntax of  b|a

C is the ommon obje t module, and ontains all the rules ommon to all
instan es of obje t al uli de ned from Ob|a . It ontains rules for instantiation of obje ts and invo ation of methods.
F is the module of fun tional update, ontaining the rules needed to implement
obje t update that also hanges obje t identity.
The set of rules L + C + F is the instan e of Ob|a for fun tional obje t al uli.
We do this in two steps:
(i) rst we present the fun tional al ulus Ob| , intermediate between the
al ulus Ob| of Fisher, Honsell and Mit hell [FHM94℄ and our Ob|a .
(ii) Then we s ale up over the full Ob|a as a onservative extension of Ob|
in the sense that for an a y li mutation-free term, omputations in Ob|a
and omputations in Ob| return the same normal form. Sin e a Ob|a term yields a Ob| -term by erasing addresses and indire tions, one orollary of this onservativeness is address-irrelevan e, i.e. the observation
that the program layout in memory annot a e t the eventual result of
the omputation. This is an example of how an informal reasoning about
implementations an be translated in Ob|a and formally justi ed.
3.1 Syntax of Ob|

Ob| does not use addresses (see the syntax in Figure 2). The syntax of
Ob| is presented in Figure 3; the reader will note that terms of this al ulus
are terms of Ob|a without the addresses, indire tions, and obje t identities,
and the rules are properly ontained in those of modules L + C + F of Ob|a.

The rst ategory of expressions is the ode of programs. Terms that de ne
the ode have no addresses, be ause ode ontains no environment and is not
subje t to any hange during the omputation (remember that addresses are
meant to tell the omputing engine whi h parts of the omputation stru ture
an or have to hange simultaneously). The se ond and third ategories de ne
dynami entities, or inner stru tures: the evaluation ontexts, and the internal
13

The Module L

(MN )[s℄a
(x:M )[s℄b U

a

x[U=x ; s℄a
x[U=y ; s℄a

(dU eb V )a
d(x:M )[s℄b e

a

; (M [s℄b N [s℄ )a
; M [U=x ; s℄a
; dU ea
; x[s℄a x 6 y
; (U V )a
; (x:M )[s℄a

(App)
(Bw)
(FVar)
(RVar)
(AppRed)
(LCop)

The Module C

; ddh ibeea
(M ( m)[s℄a
; (M [s℄b ( m)a
(ddOeeb ( m)a
; Sela(O; m; ddOeeb )
(dU eb ( m)a
; (U ( m)a
Sela (hO m = U ib ; m; V ) ; (U V )a
Sela (hO n = U ib ; m; V ) ; Sela (O; m; V ) m 6 n

h i[s℄a

(NO)
(SP)
(SA)
(SRed)
(SU)
(NE)

The Module F
hM

m = N i[s℄a

hddOeeb

m = V ia

hdU eb

m = V ia

; hM [s℄b m = N [s℄ ia
; ddhO m = V i eea
; hU m = V ia

(FP)
(FC)
(FRed)

Figure 5. The Modules L and C and F

stru ture of obje ts (or simply obje t stru tures ).
substitutions also alled environments, i.e., lists of

The last ategory de nes
terms bound to variables,
that are to be distributed and augmented over the ode.
3.2 Syntax of Ob|a

The syntax of Ob|a is summarized in Figure 4. As for Ob| terms that
de ne the ode have no addresses (the same for substitutions). In ontrast,
terms in evaluation ontexts and obje t stru tures have expli it addresses.
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Notation.

The \ ; " operator a ts as a \ ons" onstru tor for lists, with the environment id a ting as the empty, or identity, environment. By analogy with
traditional notation for lists we adopt the following aliases:
4 M [id℄a
M [ ℄a =
4 M [U =x ; : : : ; U =x ; id℄a
M [U =x ; : : : ; Un =xn ℄a =
n n
In what follows, we review all the four synta ti ategories of Ob|a .
1

1

1

1

The Code Category.






Code terms, written M and N , provide the following onstru ts:
Pure -terms, onstru ted from abstra tions, appli ations, variables, and
onstants. This allows the de nition of higher-order fun tions.
Obje ts, onstru ted from the empty obje t h i and a fun tional update
i. An informal semanti s of the update operator is given
operator h
in Se tion 4. In a fun tional setting, this operator an be understood as
extension as well as override operator, sin e an override is handled as a
parti ular ase of extension.
Method invo ation ( ( ).

Evaluation Contexts.

These terms, written U and V , model states of abstra t ma hines. Evaluation ontexts ontain an abstra tion of the temporary stru ture needed to
ompute the result of an operation. They are given addresses as they denote
dynami ally instantiated data stru tures; they always denote a term losed
under the distribution of an environment. There are the following evaluation
ontexts:
 Closures, of the form M [s℄a , are pairs of a ode and an environment. Roughly
speaking, s is a list of bindings for the free variables in the ode M .
 The terms (UV )a , (U ( m)a , and hU
m = V ia , are the evaluation ontexts asso iated with the orresponding ode onstru tors. Dire t sub-terms
of these evaluation ontexts are themselves evaluation ontexts instead of
ode.
 Obje ts, of the form ddO eea , represent evaluated obje ts whose internal obje t
stru ture is O and whose obje t identity is a. In other words, the address a
plays the role of an entry point or handle to the obje t stru ture O, as
illustrated by Figure 6.
 The term Sela (O; m; U ) is the evaluation ontext asso iated to a methodlookup, i.e., the s anning of the obje t stru ture O to nd the method m,
and apply it to the obje t U . It is an auxiliary operator invoked when one
sends a message to an obje t.
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The term dU ea denotes an indire tion from the address a to the root of the
addressed term U . The operator d ea has no denotational meaning. It is
introdu ed to make the right-hand side stay at the same address as the lefthand side. Indeed in some ases this has to be enfor ed. e.g. rule (FVAR).
This gives a ount of phenomena well-known by implementors. Rules like
(AppRed), (LCop) and (FRed) remove those indire tions.
Ba k-referen es, of the form a represents a ba k-pointer intended to denote
y les as explained in Se tion 2.

Internal Obje ts.

The ru ial hoi e of Ob|a is the use of internal obje ts, written O, to
model obje t stru tures in memory. They are persistent stru tures that may
only be a essed through the address of an obje t, denoted by a in ddOeea, and
are never destroyed nor modi ed (but eventually removed by a garbage olle tor in implementations, of ourse). Sin e our al ulus is inherently delegationbased, obje ts are implemented as linked lists (of elds/methods), but a more
eÆ ient array stru ture an be envisaged. Again, the potential presen e of yles means that obje t stru tures an ontain o urren es of ba k-pointers a.
The evaluation of a program, i.e., a ode term M , always starts in an empty
environment, i.e., as a losure M [ ℄a.
Remark 3.1 [ATRS-based preterms of Ob|a ℄ The on rete syntax of Ob|a
of Figure 4 is onsistent with the preterm de nition in two ways:
(i) Symbols in the signature may also be in x (like e.g., ( ( )), bra keting
(like e.g., dd ee), mix x (like [ ℄), or even \invisible" (as is traditional for
appli ation, represented by juxtaposition). In these ases, we have hosen
to write the address outside bra kets and parentheses.
(ii) We shall use Ob|a sort-spe i variable names.
For example we write (UV )a instead of applya (X; Y ) and M [s℄a instead of
losurea(X; Y ) (substituting U for X , et .). Indeed, we shall leave the names
of Ob|a fun tion symbols, su h as apply and losure alluded to above, unspe i ed.
It is lear that not all preterms denote term graphs, sin e this may lead to
a b
in onsisten y in the sharing. For instan e, the preterm (ddh iaeeb ( m)a ddh
 i ee
is in onsistent, be ause lo ation a is both labeled by h i and ( . The
preterm (ddh iaeeb ( m) ddh ieeeb d is in onsistent as well, be ause the node at
lo ation b has its su essor at both lo ations a and e, whi h is impossible
for
b
b d
a
a
a term graph. On the ontrary, the preterm (ddh i ee ( m) ddh i ee denotes
a legal term graph with four nodes, respe tively, at addresses a, b, , and d .
1

1

Observe that

invoked method

omputation with this term leads to a

m

does not belong to the ob je t

suitable sound type system or by a run-time ex eption.
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method-not-found

b
ddh ia ee ,

error sin e the

and hen e will be reje ted by a

Moreover, the nodes at addresses a and b, respe tively labeled by h i and dd ee,
are shared in the orresponding graph sin e they have several o urren es
in the term. These are the distin tion aptured by the well-formedness onstraints de ned in se tion 2.1. The rules of Ob|a as a omputational-engine
are de ned in Figure 5.
Remark 3.2 [On fresh addresses℄ We assume that all addresses o urring in
right-hand sides but not in left-hand sides are fresh. This is a sound assumption relying on the formal de nition of fresh addresses and addressed term
rewriting (see Se tion 2), whi h ensures that lashes of addresses annot o ur. The informal meaning of the redu tion rules are de ned in [LLL99℄, while
a more formal explanation is given in the more omplete [DLL 01℄.
+

4

ATRS at Work: an Example in

Ob|a

Here we propose examples to help understanding the framework. We rst
give an example showing a fun tional obje t that extends itself [GHL98℄ with
a eld n upon re eption of message m.
Example 4.1 [An Obje t whi h \self-in i ts" an Extension℄ Let
4

self ext = h h i

add n = self:hself
|

{z
N

n = s:1i i:
}

The redu tion of M =4 (self ext ( add n) in Ob|a starting from an empty
substitution is as follows:
M [ ℄a ; (hh i[ ℄d

;
;

add n = N [ ℄ ib ( add n)a

(hddh ieeed add n = N [ ℄ ib ( add n)a
b
(ddhh
ie
add n = N [ ℄ if ee ( add n)a
|
{z
}
O
Sela (O; add n; ddOeeb )

;
; ((self:hself n = s:1i)[ ℄ ddOeeb)a
; hself n = s:1i[ddOeeb=self℄a
; hself[ddOeeb =self℄h n = (s:1)[ddOeeb=self℄g ia
; hdddOeeb eh n = (s:1)[ddOeeb =self℄g ia
; hddOeeb n = (s:1)[ddOeeb=self℄g ia
; ddhO n = (self:1)[ddOeeb=self℄g iheea

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

In (1), two steps are performed to distribute the environment inside the extension, using rules (SP), and (FP). In (2), the empty obje t is given an
obje t-stru ture and an obje t identity (NO). In (3), this new obje t is fun tionally extended (FC), hen e it shares the stru ture of the former obje t but
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has a new obje t-identity. In (4), and (5), two steps (SA) (SU) perform the
look up of method add n. In (6) we apply (Bw). In (7), the environment is
distributed inside the fun tional extension (FP). In (8), (FVar) repla es self
by the obje t it refers to, setting an indire tion from h to b. In (9) the indire tion is eliminated (FRed). Step (10) is another fun tional extension (FC).
There is no redex in the last term of the redu tion, i.e. it is in normal form.
Sharing of stru tures appears in the above example, sin e e.g. ddOeeb turns
out to have several o urren es in some of the terms of the derivation.
4.1 Obje t Representations in Figures 6

The examples in this se tion embody ertain hoi es about language design
and implementation (su h as \deep" vs. \shallow" opying, management of
run-time storage, and so forth). It is important to stress that these hoi es are
not tied to the formal al ulus Ob|a itself; Ob|a provides a foundation for a
wide variety of language paradigms and language implementations. We hope
that the examples are suggestive enough that it will be intuitively lear how
to a ommodate other design hoi es. These s hemati examples will be also
useful to understand how obje ts are represented and how inheritan e an be
implemented in Ob|a .
Re e ting implementation pra ti e, in Ob|a we distinguish two distin t
aspe ts of an obje t:
 The obje t stru ture: the a tual list of methods/ elds.
 The obje t identity: a pointer to the obje t stru ture.
We shall use the word \pointer" where others use \handle" or \referen e".
Obje ts an be bound to identi ers as \ni knames" (e.g., pixel), but the
only proper name of an obje t is its obje t identity: an obje t may have
several ni knames but only one identity.
Consider the following de nition of a \pixel" prototype with three elds
and one method. With a slight abuse of notation, we use \:=" for both
assignment of an expression to a variable or the extension of an obje t with a
new eld or method and for overriding an existing eld or method inside an
obje t with a new value or body, respe tively.
pixel = obje t {x
y
onoff
set
}

:=
:=
:=
:=

0;
0;
true;
(u,v,w){x := u; y := v; onoff := w;};

After instantiation, the obje t pixel is lo ated at an address, say a, and its
obje t stru ture starts at address b, see Figure 6 (top). In what follows, we
will derive three other obje ts from pixel and dis uss the variations of how
this may be done below.
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code

a

b

c

Nickame

d
onoff true

set

pixel

e
x

0

0

y

f

empty

Object structure

Object identity

empty

empty

empty

x

0

x

0

x

0

y

0

y

0

y

0

r

onoff true

onoff true

onoff true

switch

set

code of set

set

p

q

pixel

p

q

set

new code of set

set

pixel

code of set

set

code of set

r

pixel

p

code of switch

new code of set

q

Figure 6. An Obje t Pixel (top), two Clones p and q (left), the Memory after (1,2)
(right) and (3) (bottom).

4.2 Cloning

The rst two derived obje ts, ni k-named p and q, are lones of pixel (Here
is synta ti sugar for the fun tional appli ation (x.B)A.)

let x = A in B

let p = pixel in let q = p in q

Obje t p shares the same obje t-stru ture as pixel but it has its own obje tidentity. Obje t q shares also the same obje t-stru ture as pixel, even if it is
a lone of p. The e e t is pi tured in Figure 6 (left). We might stress here that
p and q should not be thought of as aliases of pixel as Figure might suggest;
this point will be learer after the dis ussion of obje t overriding below. Then,
we show what we want to model in our framework when we override the set
method of the lone q of pixel, and we extend a lone r of (the modi ed) q
with a new method swit h.
let p = pixel in
let q = p.set :=
(u,v,w){((self.x := self.x*u).y := self.y*v).onoff := w} in
let r = (q.swit h := (){self.onoff := not(self.onoff);}) in r

whi h obviously redu es to: (pixel.set:=(u,v,w){..}).swit h:=(){..}.
Figure 6 (middle) shows the state of the memory after the exe ution of the
instru tions (1,2). Note that after (1) the obje t q refers to a new obje tstru ture, obtained by haining the new body for set with the old obje tstru ture. As su h, when the overridden set method is invoked, thanks to
dynami binding, the newer body will be exe uted sin e it will hide the older
one. This dynami binding is embodied in the treatment of the method-lookup
rules (SU) and (NE) from Module C as des ribed in Se tion 3.
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Observe that the override of the set method does not produ e any sidee e t on p and pixel; in fa t, the ode for set used by pixel and p will be
just as before. Therefore, (1) only hanges the obje t-stru ture of q without
hanging its obje t-identity. This is the sense in whi h our lone operator
really does implement shallow opying rather than aliasing, even though there
is no dupli ation of obje t-stru ture at the time that lone is evaluated.
This implementation model performs side e e ts in a very restri ted and
ontrolled way. Figure 6 (right), nally, shows the nal state of memory
after the exe ution of the instru tion (3). Again, the addition of the swit h
method hanges only the obje t-stru ture of r.
In general, hanging the nature of an obje t dynami ally by adding a
method or a eld an be implemented by moving the obje t identity toward the
new method/ eld (represented by a pie e of ode or a memory lo ation) and to
hain it to the original stru ture. This me hanism is used systemati ally also
for method/ eld overriding but in pra ti e (for optimization purposes) an be
relaxed for eld overriding, where a more eÆ ient eld look up and repla ement
te hnique an be adopted. See for example the ase of the Obje t Cal ulus in
Chapter 6-7 of [AC96℄, or observe that Java uses stati eld lookup to make
the position of ea h eld onstant in the obje t.
4.3 Implementing

Representing obje t stru tures with the onstru tors h i (the empty obje t),
and h
i (the fun tional ons of an obje t with a method/ eld), and
obje t identities by the bra keting symbol dd ee, the obje t p and q, presented
in Figure 6, will be represented by the following addressed terms.
a
4
p = dd hhhhh if
y = 0ie
x = 0id
onoff = truei
set = : : : ib ee
4
q = ddhhhhhh if
y = 0ie
x = 0id
onoff = truei
set = : : : ib
set = : : : ig eeh
The use of the same addresses b; ; d; e; f in p as in q denotes the sharing
between both obje t stru tures while g; h; are unshared and new lo ations.
5

Relation between

Ob|

and

Ob|a

In this se tion we just list (for obvious la k of spa e) some fundamental results
about the relationship between Ob| and Ob|a.
As a rst step we note that the results presented in Se tion 2.3 are appliable to Ob| .
Lemma 5.1 (Mapping Ob|a to Ob| ) Let  be the mapping from a y li
Ob|a -terms that erases addresses, indire tion nodes (d ea ), and obje t identities (dd eea ), and leaves all the other symbols un hanged. Ea h term (U ) is a
term of Ob| .
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Then we show a simulation result.
Theorem 5.2 (Ob| Simulates Ob|a ) Let U be an a y li Ob|a -term. If
U ; V in L + C + F, then (U ) ; (V ) in Ob| .

Another issue, ta kled by the following theorem, is to prove that all normal
forms of Ob| an also be obtained in L + C + F of Ob|a.

Theorem 5.3 (Completeness of Ob|a w.r.t. Ob| ) If M ; N in Ob| ,
su h that N is a normal form, then there is some U su h that (U )  N and
M [ ℄a ; U in L + C + F of Ob|a .

The last issue is to show that L + C + F of Ob|a does not introdu e
non-termination w.r.t. Ob| .

Theorem 5.4 (Preservation of Strong Normalization) If M is a strongly
normalizing Ob| -term, then all Ob|a -term U su h that (U )  M is also
strongly normalizing.
6

Con lusions

We have presented the theory of addressed term rewriting systems and detailed its use as a foundation for Ob|a , a framework to des ribe obje t-based
al uli. This ase study of Ob|a shows how ATRSs an support the analysis
of implementations at the level of resour e usage, modeling sharing of omputations and sharing of storage, where ea h omputation-step in the al ulus
orresponds to a onstant- ost omputation in pra ti e.
The ATRS setting is a ongenial one to analyze strategies in rewritingbased implementations. For example the approa h for fun tional languages
studied in [BRL96℄ should be generalizable to Ob|a : from a very general point
of view, a strategy is a binary relation between addressed terms and addresses.
The addresses, in relation with a given term, determines whi h redexes of the
term has to be redu ed next (note that in a given term at a given address, at
most one rule applies).
The al ulus Ob|a itself is the basis for future work: we plan to extend Ob|a to handle the embedding-based te hnique of inheritan e, following
[LLL99℄, to in lude a type system onsistent with obje t-oriented feature with
the ability to type obje ts extending themselves, following [GHL98℄.
The applied te hniques in our framework ould be also be applied in the
setting of xed-size obje ts like the Abadi and Cardelli's Obje t Cal ulus
[AC96℄.
During the workshop Fran ois-Regis Sinot raised an interesting question
about linearity of addresses. Although Ob|a is linear in addresses, we may
onsider whether to relax this onstraint. Although it is well known that
allowing non-linearity in terms an break on uen e in ordinary term rewriting systems, it is not lear if non-linearity in address will break on uen e
21

in Ob|a. Allowing non-linearity ould have positive bene ts, like reasoning
about term equality in a ner way. As an example we ould design the following terms
eq(xa ; xa ) ! true
(1)
a
b
eq(x ; x ) ! true
(2)
a
a
eq(x ; y ) ! true
(3)
The rst rewriting ould orrespond to physi al equality (same obje t at the
same address), while the se ond ould orrespond to a form of stru tural
equality (same obje t in two di erent lo ations). The third equation ould,
e.g. be red only if x = y , or simply not legal.
Enri hing our framework with onstant address is also another improvement suggested by Sinot. This ould, e.g. allow term of the following shape:
private eq(xFRXX0004 ; yFRXX0004 ) ! true
where FRXX0004 is a onstant address (in hexade imal form).
Finally, a prototype of Ob|a will make it possible to embed spe i al uli
and to make experiments on the design of realisti obje t oriented languages.
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